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‘No John Clare’: Minute Observations 
from the Ulster Cottage Door 1790–1800
Jennifer Orr
 BENEATH the northern brow of verdant Lyle,
  Where fertile fields with green abundance wave,
 Apart from clam’rous cities many a mile,
  Appears a rural cot, clep’t Crambo Cave.
 Here Nature simply, in contempt of Art, 
  A rustic Poet to the world gave,
 Who, wild as wood-lark, plays his tuneful part,
  Beneath the mossy roof of Crambo Cave.
    (Samuel Thomson, 1766-1816)1
 
Although it remains the most comprehensive study of the Ulster 
vernacular tradition to date, John Hewitt’s Rhyming Weavers, 
and other Country Poets of Antrim and Down (1974) contains 
the infamous statement that among the Ulster poets of the ‘long 
Eighteenth Century’, there was ‘no John Clare’, and the assertion 
that the father of this literary tradition, Samuel Thomson, was ‘of 
altogether a more literary cast of mind’ than his contemporaries.2 
Centuries before Seamus Heaney examined his own sense of place 
in modern Northern Ireland, the Irish poet Samuel Thomson set 
out to examine his social, national, and personal identity from the 
doorstep of ‘Crambo Cave’ – the cottage named after the Scots verse 
parlour game Crambo. He lived in this rural County Antrim cottage 
until his death in 1816, and from its door he witnessed the changing 
seasons, the effects of improvement upon the landscape, and a 
failed Irish Rebellion in which many of his friends were implicated. 
From the doorstep, he captured the minutiae of local detail in the 
landscape, and infused it with political and personal significance. 
‘Crambo Cave’ was regarded by Ulster poets as the nexus of a new 
vernacular tradition which came to be known as the ‘Rhyming 
Weaver’ tradition. Through the subscription of his friends and 
the local community, Thomson produced three volumes of verse 
between 1791 and 1806, approximately one quarter of which was 
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written in an Ulster variant of Scots, his vernacular tongue.3 His 
ability to write confidently in both Ulster-Scots and English was 
only one aspect of his complex identity, particularly after Ireland 
was assimilated into a Union with Britain in 1801. Moreover, as a 
member of the first Seceding Presbyterian congregation in Ireland 
under the leadership of a Scottish minister the Reverend Isaac 
Paton, he maintained a strong religious identity. In spite of his 
humble cottage dwelling he was himself a man of no mean learning, 
keeping a school in the back room of his house.4 He remained 
unmarried but his correspondence details several intense close 
friendships particularly with Luke Mullan and John Williamson, 
both neighbouring labourers and artisans, with whom he shared 
many intellectual, literary and political discussions. During the 
run up to the bicentenary of the United Irish Rebellion historians 
and literary critics began to examine Thomson’s high profile as a 
contributor of poetry and letters to the radical Belfast newspaper, 
the Northern Star (1792-1797). Ever since, his initial enthusiasm for 
the French Revolution and apparent post-1798 radical apostasy has 
been a subject of intrigue and supposition. In this essay Thomson’s 
self-fashioning as a natural poet will be sketched, with particular 
emphasis on Thomson’s exactitude of natural description. Poetry 
of deceptive simplicity maintained a distinct political currency, 
enabling Thomson to mask a multiplicity of meanings within his 
work for a variety of audiences. 
 Like Henry Mackenzie’s description of Burns as the ‘heaven-
taught ploughman’, the description of Samuel Thomson as the 
‘Bard of Carngranny’ once relegated him to a regional movement 
of uneducated folk poets. Thomson’s use of ‘polite’ neoclassical 
models to convey deep emotion and attachment to his culture has 
been ignored by some and, in the case of his ‘Elegy on Burns’ (1796),5 
even dismissed as ‘maudlin panegyric overdrive’.6 Although most 
recent editors recognise political significance in Thomson’s pastoral 
writing, it is only recently that he has ceased to be classed as a 
pretentious exception to the average country poet, with a tendency 
to descend into ‘overblown classical mode’.7 Bridget Keegan’s recent 
reassessment of labouring-class poetry recognises the potential for 
landscape poetry to be inherently radical, particularly the fact that 
a rural hedge-schoolmaster should attempt to adopt the guise of a 
man of leisure.8 Tim Burke anthologised Samuel Thomson beside 
Robert Burns in a wider British tradition that reached beyond the 
borders of England, and established Thomson’s achievement as 
the individual who had effectively paved the way for the ‘Ulster 
weaver’ tradition of labouring-class poetry.9 In his extensive work 
on Edmund Spenser, David Hill Radcliffe admired Thomson’s skill 
in creating a pastoral dialogue between two shepherds in ‘Damon 
and Thyrsius’ (1793), identifying Thomson’s immersion in pastoral 
literature that had its origins in Virgil:
 Damon and Thyrsis is at once realistic and “golden,” 
beholden to Ambrose Philips and Alexander Pope, 
local and universalizing. While the format and topics 
of the poem are studiously conventional, Thomson 
also introduces enough particularity to make his verse 
distinctive.10 
This particularity of reference, long a feature of Clare’s poetry, 
pervades Thomson’s poetry of the 1790s. Two articles in the 
John Clare Society Journal have been particularly noteworthy in 
inviting this comparison. The most recent, written by Adam White 
on John Clare’s use of ‘taste’, argues that Clare’s poetic project 
often compelled him to rise above his class, and is applicable also 
to Samuel Thomson and the Ulster ‘Rhyming Weaver’ tradition as 
a whole.11 In another article in this journal, Tim Burke expanded 
on his anthology entry for Thomson, describing Thomson’s project 
as no less than ‘a spectacular expansion in labouring-class literary 
activity […] thoroughly, if not always obviously, political in nature, 
[…] contributing significantly to the formation of new ideas about 
the relationship between social rank, national affiliation, and 
personal identity’.12 
 In the last ten years, critics of Ulster poetry have noted that 
Thomson’s intellectual position within the community – though 
catalytic for his literary circle – may not have been entirely 
exceptional, when viewed in the context of Enlightenment reading 
habits within local Reading Societies and Romantic writers’ 
networks.13 This most important aspect of Samuel Thomson is 
beginning to be explored in Irish literary studies, as the father of 
a Romantic literary circle, originating in both political fraternity 
and a common love for literature and nature.14 It is hoped that this 
article may go some way to building a picture of a more complex 
Ulster poetic project which, though it engages with the pastoralism 
of the eighteenth century, may resemble that of the first generation 
Romantic poets more closely than has been supposed.
 From the outset of his career Thomson was determined to set his 
poetry in his own region of Ireland, and in many of his early poems, 
he uses his vernacular Ulster Scots tongue, embarking on a bold 
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‘cultural declaration of independence’15 along the lines of Robert 
Burns’s bardic vocation as poet of Scotland. However, as he boasted 
to Robert Burns, his literary influences extended from classical 
authors in translation, to the contemporary writers of the day:
 HOMER I’ve read, an’ VIRGIL too,
 With HORACE, MILTON, YOUNG and GAY,
 Auld SPENCER, POPE and DRYDEN thro’,
 Sweet THOMSON, SHENSTONE, GOLDSMITH, GRAY.16
In listing these particular literary figures Thomson both emphasises 
his own learning and writes himself into a recognisable English 
language canon, but the addition of Burns (the recipient of the 
epistle) and Thomson himself (as author) establishes a hybrid-
language canon that includes poets of the Celtic fringe. Thomson 
effectively sets himself up as Ireland’s equivalent bard to a Spenser 
or Gray, and thus uses the pastoral tradition as a springboard for a 
literary brand of Irish nationalism. ‘Sweet Thomson’ refers to the 
Scottish poet James Thomson whose philosophical, picturesque 
scenes in The Seasons (1730) exerted considerable influence over 
the early Romantics throughout the British Isles, including Samuel 
Thomson in Ireland, Burns in Scotland, and William Wordsworth in 
England. Edmund Spenser and James Thomson exerted influence on 
both Samuel Thomson and John Clare in their respective calendar 
poems, ‘The Year in 12 Fits, ascribed to Damon’ (1799) and ‘The 
Shepherd’s Calendar’ (1827).17 James Thomson demonstrated that 
the picturesque could reflect philosophical and theological truths 
about the world, and his poetic successors infused this with their 
own microscopic, naturalistic observation. One of Thomson’s 
earliest pastorals, ‘The Contented Shepherd, a Pastoral’ (1792),18 
betrays his tendency to self-fashion as an innocent exponent of 
labouring-class virtue and identity. Having recently invoked the 
acquaintance of the celebrity labouring-class bard of the day with 
the ‘Epistle to Mr Robert Burns’ (1791), Thomson intended to set 
out on an equal footing as a brother bard and demonstrates that he 
is comfortable assuming the Virgilian image of the shepherd bard:
 On south-side a beautiful brae,
 Where daisies luxuriantly sprung,
 A shepherd one clear sunny day,
 In praise of his country sung. (ll. 1-4)
Yet this bardic figure is far from a simple rustic, as the poet adopts 
the Latinate rhetorical devices of exclamatio and anaphora to 
produce a maxim that is reminiscent of the homesick speaker of 
the Anglo Saxon elegy, The Seafarer, whose heart returns to his 
home and his lord:19 
 In vain he abandons his home!
 How worthless! How foolish the scheme!
 Wherever he happens to roam,
 His heart will be always the same. (ll. 17-20)
Thomson’s rhetorical celebration of his sense of place is also found 
in Clare’s poetry, particularly his ballad-like ‘Song’:20
 O native endearments! I would not forsake ye,
 I would not forsake ye for sweetest of scenes:
 For sweetest of gardens that nature could make me,
 I would not forsake ye, dear vallies and greens. (ll. 9-12)
Thomson’s speaker is named Collin, after Spenser’s shepherd 
character, and his function is to praise the values of the poor in 
the countryside, criticising those who ‘for perishing wealth / 
Should e’er like the exile be driven’. The poet’s learning is once 
more pointed up, as Collin’s words deliberately echoe Pope’s ‘Sixth 
Epistle of the First Book of Horace Imitated’,21 here extolling the 
poor to stick by their native country rather than to comply with 
British colonial projects abroad: 
 Not all that the Indies can boast;
 Not all the rich mines of Peru,
 Could tempt me, O dear native coast!
 To abandon sweet freedom and you! (ll. 29-32)
The poet gives a lengthy description of each creature in its native 
habitat as ‘sweet’ and then claims his own place in it, ‘But sweeter 
‘mong the green trees’,22 the green imagery reflecting the colour 
of the United Irishmen.23 The poem shifts abruptly to a didactic 
swipe at ‘all ye lordlings of birth’, taunting them with a sneer, ‘how 
vainly expectant ye roam!’ and warning them that ‘if happiness 
dwells upon earth, / it is with contentment at home’ (ll. 53-
6). The country aphorism masks a more typical contemporary 
radical rhetoric which might invite the reader to infer that the 
often absentee ‘lordlings’ present in Ireland do not belong in this 
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landscape and ought to return to where they came from. However, 
Thomson’s approach is much more nuanced as he appeals instead 
to the absentee landlord who travels the world at the beck and 
call of Imperial Britain, hence clarifying the earlier reference to 
the Indies and mines of Peru. Admittedly, there was a touch of 
bravado in his decision to present a copy of Poems (1793) to his 
own landlord, Lord Templeton, who had himself been an absentee 
landlord until his return to Templepatrick in 1795.24
 As his reputation as the Bard of Carngranny became more 
established, the subject of landscape and its governance was 
absolutely central to Thomson’s poetic agenda, and he often pursued 
it through the neoclassical theme of pastoral virtue. Although 
‘Pastoral Elegy to a Favourite Thorn, on its Being Cut Down’ 
(1793)25 is styled itself as a classical pastoral elegy, invoking every 
aspect of the countryside to join in mourning, the poet commands 
the mourners to heap curses upon the man who destroyed the 
ancient relic:
 And pray that on his head,
 A ten-fold vengeance hourly fa’,
 And harpies fell his riggin cla’,
 That did the ruthless deed! (ll. 15-18)
Although he uses the classical term ‘harpie’, Thomson implicitly 
invokes the fairy folklore of Gaelic Ireland, in which fairies were 
said to haunt hawthorn bushes and to exact revenge upon anyone 
who should cut down a thorn.26 Here, the poet laments the loss of 
the tree’s shade while composing poetry. The removal of Thomson’s 
thorn tree would have been sanctioned by the Templeton estate, 
and so the poem retains considerable condemnation for his 
landlord in a national, as well as a personal, capacity. Likewise, 
‘Elegy, the Cottage in Ruins’ (1793)27 , published in the Northern 
Star on 17 April 1793, represents a double-edged agenda in which 
he attacks the ruling classes while, at the same time, he laments 
that the swains of bygone days were sensitive to the landscape and 
understood rural joys:
 Thrice happy state! Unknown to scepter’d kings,
 A bliss, which wealth, or power but seldom knows,
 Content unsullied, as the crystal springs
 Whose limpid water thro’ the landscape flows. (ll.25-28)
In comparison with the state of the monarchy, the rustic life 
that once inhabited the cottage is portrayed as incorrupt, and the 
pastoral image of the crystal springs nourishing the landscape 
implies that it is the rural poor, not the wealthy, whose toil ensures 
the fertility of the native landscape. Although the implication for 
his contemporary readership is that such virtue has passed, there is 
also the implication of the water as an unstoppable force of purity 
which ‘unknown to scepter’d kings’ remains untamed and beyond 
aristocratic government. Within several stanzas, the speaker’s voice 
begins to lament the passing of the scene, ‘Now all extinct! As if 
they ne’er had been – / Both spence and kitchen gloom a chearless 
waste.’ (ll. 35-6) As well as a Romantic preoccupation with the 
ruin, the poet betrays a minute interest in the details of the cottage 
structure, cataloguing the Scots-named ‘spence’ or parlour and the 
layout of the garden ‘with every needful root and wholesome green’ 
(l. 38) referring to the self-sufficiency of the family on potatoes and 
green vegetables. The obvious symbolic use of green reoccurs here 
alongside the life-sustaining potato, which Thomson’s successor 
in the Ulster Scots tradition, James Orr, would go on to celebrate 
as ‘my country’s stay’ (l. 6) in his 1804 ode ‘To the Potatoe’.28 
Carol Baraniuk has argued that Orr, an active United Irish patriot, 
infuses his poem with an intense radical subtext which proposes 
a withdrawal of labour and a form of agricultural self-sufficiency 
based on the potato as a means of asserting independence of British 
tyranny.29 Yet Thomson had expressed this strategy over ten years 
earlier in ‘The Bard’s Farewell’ (1793), suggesting that, in the ten 
years that elapsed between the publication of Thomson’s ‘The 
Bard’s Farewell’ (1793) and the publication of ‘To the Potatoe’ (1804), 
James Orr had come to advocate the peaceful strategy originally 
put forward by Thomson. The ‘limpid waters’ (ll. 42-4), singing 
through the pebbles echo exactly the description of the former 
scene of vitality, leaving the reader with the impression that the 
spirit of the people is very much alive though they themselves are 
gone. The waters ‘Half-choak’d the waters work their weedy way’ 
(l. 47), deliberately references Oliver Goldsmith’s The Deserted 
Village30 and ‘half-choak’d’ calls to mind the manner in which 
traitors were executed by being half-hanged, drawn and quartered, 
while retaining here the potential for the spring to be revived. It is 
in religion and, specifically, contemplation of spiritual rebirth, that 
the poet appears to take comfort, directing his muse to withdraw 
in the hope that ‘as our dissolution draweth nigh, / our hopes may 
strengthen as our frames decay.’ (ll. 55-6) The fundamental message 
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is that the spirit of the people will be renewed, and it is a question 
of when, not if. 
  Thomson’s minute detailing of the landscape under pseudonyms 
like ‘Thenot’ – deriving from Virgil and mediated through Spenser 
– is an indicator for the reader to expect these details to carry 
multiplicity of meaning, and even allegorical currency. ‘Ode to 
the Cuckow’31 was published on the 29 May 1793 in the Northern 
Star, appearing, at first, to be a simple pastoral about a summer 
visiting bird. Thomson’s energetic, sensuous language is carefully 
crafted with green pastoral imagery symbolic of Erin to convey an 
allegorical sense of a new season dawning upon Ireland, a season of 
industry, song, confidence, and youth, as ‘Young beauty once more 
on the woods, / Unfolds her gay mantle of green’ (ll. 5-6). Thomson 
skilfully employs assonance to produce a mouth-watering picture 
of Spring as the native Irish birds sound ‘their wild pipes / […] with 
varied soft melody’ (ll. 9-10) and ‘the wild bee does wantonly wing, 
/ A culling from every young flower / The balmy delights of the 
spring.’ (ll. 14-16). Vincent Newey draws attention to ‘a flourishing 
tradition of reference to the labouring classes as “active” bees, in 
contrast to the idle drones who battened upon their forced produce 
[…] several other examples are present from radical literature, 
including one from Tom Paine himself’, a fact that sits well with 
the Painite ‘political summer’ imagery identified by Tim Burke.32 
Thomson had by now acquired a significant reputation as an 
articulate poet and began to contribute under the fictitious signature 
‘Colinet’ and ‘Thenot’, both shepherds from Virgil’s first Eclogue, 
itself a highly politicised literary source and one recognisable in 
eighteenth-century labouring-class poetry. The poet of these early 
pastoral poems may at first glance seem like an elevated version 
of one of Dr Johnson’s Scottish islanders, ‘where all mental pain 
or pleasure arose from the dread of winter [and] the expectation 
of spring’;33 however, through the pages of the Northern Star a 
more complex poet of sensibility emerges, penning sonnets about 
various emotions, which were emulated by his readers34 and, in 
‘The Departure of Corydon’ (1793) and ‘The Bard’s Farewell’ (1793), 
lamenting the emigration of artisan friends like poverty-stricken 
Luke Mullan, who in 1794 left Ireland in order to take up a position 
in the British Navy.35 Thomson’s unrelenting attachment to his 
sense of place in the Irish landscape was inherently political as, 
for some, it represented the minute capture of beloved images that 
they would never see again. 
 If the 1790s were an age in which Thomson engaged with 
Romantic rebellion, the years building up to the Anglo-Irish 
Act of Union (1801) might be described as a time in which he 
contemplated ‘romantic emotion recollected in tranquillity’.36 
With the demise of the Northern Star and the growing conservative 
stance of the Belfast News Letter, Thomson became a founding 
contributor to The Microscope and Minute Observer (1799-1800), 
a journal published in Belfast with connections to the moderate 
founder of the United Irish Society, William Drennan. Whether 
by design or by necessity, Thomson began to cultivate a literary 
persona that was engaged with quietism and retreat, attempting a 
subtle rehabilitation of his bardic position, rooted in his local Irish 
community. Whereas in Poems (1793) he sought to build his bardic 
reputation, New Poems (1799) presents his personal poetic struggle 
with unstoppable inspiration. ‘The Muse Dimiss’d and Recall’d’ 
(1799) 37 imagines a conflict between poet and muse, claiming 
that the ‘ecstacy’ generated from her natural ‘fire’ has led him to 
nothing but poverty:
 If e’er again I meet with thee,
 Depend upon’t I’ll tell thee free,
 As critic clowns have done to me,
    Full many a time,
 Your fire’s no worth a Scots bawbie,
    Nor yet your rhyme.
 Henceforth I’ll join the toiling throng,
    And labour for my bread;
 And never more with muse or song
    Hereafter vex my head. (ll. 60-69)
In contrast to John Clare’s reluctance to leave the company of his 
‘sweet enchantress’,38 Thomson’s relationship with the muse is 
more bitter, as he admits that his bardic vocation is a poisoned 
chalice that has kept him poor. However upon dismissing the 
muse, the poet remarks that the natural subjects of his verse are 
now full of dullness: ‘How low and common looks the hawthorn 
bower’ (l. 72), and he begs the muse to return and withdraw with 
him ‘to Solitude […] away from vulgarity’s throng’ (ll.88-9) and the 
calumny of ‘a yellow plowman’s spight, / Or a worthless weaver 
gabbler, / Or a jargon-vending Cobler, / All the million’s various 
blether’ (ll. 87-90). There is little praise of the rural swain here, only 
contempt for his insensitive compatriots who cannot comprehend 
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why the poet has exchanged wealth and finery in order to ‘extract 
living fire’ from Nature (l. 100). Thomson differentiates himself 
from his labouring-class companions by characterising them as 
‘vulgar’ and dull, a strategy that Adam White has identified in John 
Clare’s ‘Essay on Taste’.39 With the aim of teaching the reader how 
to appreciate landscape properly, The Microscope was an excellent 
‘fit’ for Thomson’s verse in the post-Union period; in addition to 
his popularity as a poet of nature in The Northern Star, he was well-
positioned to corner the market for nature poetry, being praised 
both by his contemporaries (and subsequent literary critics) for a 
remarkable attention to natural detail.40 ‘Sonnet, the Cotter’s Bed’, 
published in the Microscope in July 1799, and reprinted in New 
Poems (1799), imagines the sexual union between man and wife as 
consolation in the face of poverty. Sawney, the labourer, forgets his 
hard labour in the arms of his wife:
 BEHOLD the bed of simple SAWNEY’s rest,
 All cobweb trimm’d, in many a mazy coil,
 Where, in a wifie’s fond embraces blest,
 The sturdy clown forgets his daily toil.
 There, lock’d in sleep, which no wild dreams infest,
 Amid his offspring lies the brawny fire
 While balmy health, on every cheek imprest,
 Bloms like the blossom on the wild-wood brier. (ll. 5-8)
The octave’s soft atmosphere created by assonance and sibilance, 
combined with the warm imagery of the marital embrace gives 
way to a surprisingly conventional sestet which echoes the ‘useful 
toil’ of Thomas Gray’s Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard 
(1751). Sawney is no longer named, but is described as a ‘churl’ 
and ‘sturdy clown’ who ‘whistling chearful to his labor goes, / 
Unknown, unknowing, thus from year to year, / His useful life, in 
even tenour, flows.’ (ll. 11-14). The ‘cobweb trimm’d […] coil’ (l. 6) 
in which Sawney lies is more reminiscent of a spider’s nest than a 
human bed, and his dreamless slumber bears no comparison to the 
poet’s celestial dreams of love in ‘Sonnet to Sleep (1793) and the 
erotica of ‘A Dream’ (1799).41 It is unclear whether ‘The Cotter’s 
Bed’ is intended as a celebration of rural quietism or a satire on 
the meek, animal-like peasant, or a little of both. Certainly, in 
compiling New Poems (1799), Thomson suffused the volume with 
a confident and defiant tone against the criticism of those the poet 
considered to be intellectually inferior:
 The little tasteless critic I despise;
  His praise or censure is alike to me,
 Whose prose and rhyme will dare to criticise,
  Tho’ scarcely master of his A, B, C! 42
This defiance is based on experience of censure shared with 
established poets of the British tradition, who suffer ‘such poor 
Macflecnos’43 that ‘At Burns and Milton e’en take offence!’ (ll. 29-
30). He ends by adding his own moral precept:
 Would only those presume to censure song,
  Who can themselves superior song compose,
 Wou’d all but such, I say, restrain the tongue,
  Bards would be rescued from a host of foes. (ll. 33-36)
This prickly growth in confidence against criticism, and the 
tendency to self-fashion as a peasant, may well be attributable 
to the growing network of local poets of which Thomson was 
the centre, and the shift in focus to subjects such as the local 
community and nature, finds focus in the image of the poet’s fire-
side, a symbol of feigned poetic retreat, where the author claims 
to indulge in the society of dead authors through the pages of their 
works and entertains only select companions. A defensive retreat 
into the safety of a literary community constructed of only trusted 
companions is unsurprising, given the turmoil inflicted upon his 
Templepatrick locale during and after the 1798 rebellion.44 Yet, 
as Frank Ferguson has argued, Thomson’s preface to New Poems 
(1799) is a calculated act of prefatory deception, where the poet 
feigns a poetic retreat into the humble cottage, where the visitor is 
required to ‘stoop’ from their eminence:
 Stoop, if you please, you are rather high, and my door 
is remarkable low, both strait and low, so that of the 
multitude, few are of a dimension suitable to enter with 
convenience, being either too long, or too Falstaff-like, 
and not unfrequently both. Now that thou art falsely 
moor’d within, look around and examine my furniture a 
little – examine all, for “here no treason lurks”. I plann’d 
and executed it myself. Some of the articles are a little 
coarse, but in general they answer to the END.45
The sinister use of the quotation, ‘here no treason lurks’, is an 
allusion to Shakespeare’s tragedy, Titus Andronicus (1623) – a tale 
of rape, murder and revenge – and the same quotation was later 
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echoed in Pope’s ‘This harmless Grove no lurking viper hides’ 
from Summer, the Second Pastoral; or Alexis (1709).46 No less 
incidentally, Alexis was the new pseudonym chosen by Thomson, 
under which he placed his contributions to polite publications such 
as the Belfast News-Letter (1797-1800) and, later, the Microscope; 
or Minute Observer (1799-1800), mentioned above. The poet dares 
the reader to examine his domestic situation and find any evidence 
of treason with the sinister allusion that it has been well hidden. 
Published one year after the Irish Rebellion, the political allusion 
to Templepatrick’s engagement in rebellious activity would not 
have been lost on the reader. The preface drips with sarcasm, as 
he claims he can offer only scroungings to the reader: ‘But as to 
a repast! Alas! All I can offer you is a cold one, composed of wild 
berries and spring water.’ The image of a rural diet is a foretaste of 
the political allegory of ‘To a Hedge-hog’ (1799) wherein Thomson 
masks allusions to foraging United Irishmen on the run, hiding 
in the Antrim hills near his home. Ferguson points out that 
Thomson’s cataloguing of inferiority (including invocations of 
coarse cuisine to be expected at Crambo Cave and lack of society) 
actually prefigures the ‘Miltonic quietism’ of County Antrim that 
the later Ordnance Survey memoirs of 1831 present.47
 The United Irish defeat in 1798 may have encouraged Thomson 
to resort to more coded methods of social critique, but it did not 
quell his interest in man’s inhumanity to nature and his fellow 
man. This theme is illustrated particularly through several nature 
poems published in New Poems, including ‘On Seeing a Fellow 
Kill a Linnet on the Nest’ (1799) which seems to be inspired by 
Burns’s ‘On Seeing a Wounded Hare Limp By Me, which a Fellow 
had just shot at’ (1789). ‘Elegy on a Robin Red-Breast’, republished 
as ‘Poor Robin’s Elegy’ (1799), 48 is more sentimental in that the 
despot condemned is a cat, who merely represents natural animal 
instinct. The poet identifies with the robin because they are both 
impoverished and he shared with the bird ‘the pittance of his 
daily food’, but he also complains that robin’s death has a personal 
effect on his artistic creativity, as he is deprived of the song of the 
bird. The poem broadens out to contemplate the local landscape, 
weaving fact with imagination, as the poet mourns the loss of ‘My 
Robin tuneful’, focusing on the empty branches of the thorn by his 
window, where it used to sit. The poet’s initial emotional reaction 
seems to suggest that man is more like Baudron the cat who tears 
its victim ‘limb from limb’ (l. 11), in opposition to the Hutchesonian 
idea that man in a state of nature is naturally disposed to good. 
Once again, a moderating philosophic impulse and Hobbesian fear 
of anarchy creeps in to a poem which, at first appears to be a piece 
of straightforward sentiment. The ‘social union’ between man and 
animal, celebrated by the lonely figure of the poet, is broken by a 
tendency toward anarchy, common to both man and animal. But 
by finally invoking the image of the ‘widow’d mate’ who comes 
to Crambo Cave to ‘wander, broken-hearted through the thorns’, 
(ll. 27-28), in the company of the poet, he demonstrates empathy 
with the widow, deliberately undercutting the overall distrust of 
natural instinct present in these poems. By his very expression of 
sympathy in this poem, the natural-taught poet admits inherently 
that man is capable of improvement.
 By contrast, Thomson vents his rage against mankind through 
one of his most compact and microscopic Scots poems, ‘On a Spider’ 
(1799), 49 which begins with the poet’s disgust at the ‘Despot-like’ 
spider ready to ensnare and toy with its prey, ‘the fellest far o’ 
creepin’ things’ (l. 2). The poem has a wider application to human 
murderers with the poet expressing a wish to visit vengeance upon 
them. ‘On a Spider’ is one of Thomson’s many versatile odes. Like 
Burns’s ‘To a Mouse’, it has a grounding in Adam Smith’s Theory 
of Moral Sentiments, but here the emotion generated by the 
spider and flies appears to be condemnation rather than sympathy. 
Inspired by the scene of a spider about to devour flies caught in a 
web, the poem appears to be a straightforward reflection on nature, 
in which the poet recounts in detail the activity of a spider on 
the web. Thomson manipulates the rhyme scheme and skipping 
rhythm of the Scottish Habbie Simpson stanza, capitalizing on 
the ‘sting’ in the tail of the final couplet, to lurch the reader from 
reflecting on the spider as an insect following nature, to beholding 
a tyrant. The poet appears to condemn the spider as a symbol of 
the ‘gloomy, selfish, subtile mind / When nae content nor glee can 
find’:
 DESPOT-like, see where it hings,
 The fellest far of creeping things:
 How artfully the glewy strings 
  Enwarped are!
 To thoughtless insects feet and wings
  A fatal snare! (ll. 1-6)
The strong poetic voice of condemnation for the spider, echoes 
the cries of ‘despot’ that ran through the Northern Star during 
the 1790s, in resistance to monarchical tyranny.50 The spider is 
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described as a despot both for carrying out its natural instincts 
to kill flies who have danced to close to the web, and for toying 
with its prey. However, the poet extends his condemnation to the 
spider’s prey, the midges, who represent fools who ‘Now here, now 
there, at random reel / Thro’ thick and thin, / Till hard and fast 
his neck and heel / In Ruin’s gin’ (ll. 21-4), rendering the poem 
unstable as a straightforward piece of anti-establishment rhetoric. 
‘Reel’ is Scots for acting in a disorderly and violent manner, 
possibly alluding to the uncoordinated rebel militias of the North 
who, in the absence of experienced leadership, were led into battle 
by young men who had not defected or run away. In measuring 
his condemnation, Thomson stakes his claim on both sides of the 
argument, appearing to take a moderate and impartial position; 
but the use of the unequivocal statement, ‘Ruin’s gin’, suggests 
otherwise. Perhaps, rather than being pragmatic, Thomson bought 
into the United Irish propaganda that the British government had 
deliberately attempted to provoke a crisis in Ireland, in order to 
create a political opportunity for a Union.51 If so, the weight of 
blame falls heavily upon the heads of the United Irish leadership 
who became caught in the spider’s web, thus enabling the Act 
of Union to be passed. Whatever blame may be due, the poet 
expresses his desire to crush the spider beneath a hammer, making 
clear that his loyalty remains with the rebels. The poem began in a 
measured pace but accelerates towards the climax as the poet vents 
his own anger, and as he declares in violent imagery, his desire for 
vengeance:
 O cou’d I with equal ease,
 All murd’rers down to mummy squeeze!
 Their tabernacles I wou’d breeze;
    Their souls I’d kick,
 To wander in what forms they please,
    Away to Nick. (ll. 31-36)
In his spiteful climax, the poet declares that the spirits of spider and 
midges may take whatever ‘forms they please’, an impossibility 
for creatures that are not possessed of a soul. As his Presbyterian 
readership would have been well aware of this belief, the allegory 
becomes clear and, as one imagines the hammerhead smashing 
upon the spider, so the poet destroys his own carefully-constructed 
symbolism to reveal his true meaning. 
 Finally, beyond the general similarities between labouring-class 
poets, there are affinities with Clare that are particularly striking. 
Thomson’s most popularly anthologised poem ‘To a Hedge-hog’ 
(1799) has often been read as a philosophic and meticulously 
detailed capture of the spiky creature, which he describes as a 
‘creepin’ heckle’ : the Scots word for flax-comb. He describes how 
the hedge-hog forages for fruit that has fallen from trees, ‘Whar 
wind fa’n fruit lie scatter’d saft, [thou] / Will row thysel, wi’ cunning 
craft, /An’ bear awa / Upon thy back’ (ll. 31-34). When Thomson’s 
final description of the animal is read against the following stanza 
from Clare’s ‘February’,52 Thomson’s concluding stanza perhaps 
illustrates most effectively the similarity of detail between the two 
poets:
 Now creep awa the way ye came,
 And tend your squeakin pups at hame;
 Gin Colley should o’erhear the same,
     It might be fatal,
 For you, wi’ a the pikes ye claim,
     Wi’ him to battle.
   (Thomson, ‘To a Hedge-hog’, ll. 60-65)
 The hedgehog, from its hollow root
 Sees the wood moss clear of snow
 & hunts the hedge for fallen fruit
 Crab, hip, and winter-bitten sloe
 & oft when checkd by sudden fears
 As shepherddog his haunt espies
 He rolls up in a ball of spears
 & all his barking rage defies
   (Clare, ‘February—a Thaw’, ll. 136-45)
Further comparisons of Thomson and Clare will perhaps yield even 
more interesting results, but this essay can offer only a brief sketch 
of Thomson’s work, and it can only be hoped that it offers some 
challenge to previous assumptions about the Ulster ‘vernacular’ 
tradition. Thomson may have embarked upon his poetic career by 
appealing to bucolic charm, and by fashioning himself as a nature-
inspired rustic, but his writing exhibits a growing tendency to 
elevate himself above his country peers, appealing to both taste 
and education. Whereas his early pastorals appear simple to the 
modern eye, they are steeped in neoclassical reference and are 
more particular than they first appear. When his intent was to 
exercise greater care in concealing his meaning from suspicious 
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eyes, Thomson blended minute, detailed observation of nature 
with apparent simplicity to build layers of meaning. What appears 
to be a potentially seditious poem on the subject of tyranny can 
then be explained away as an innocent reflection on nature; yet, 
on the other hand, the same piece works like a parable in that it 
enables those who seek meaning to find it. This multiplicity of 
meaning enables Thomson to accommodate several identities at 
once, to praise the labouring-class while also criticising their flaws, 
leaving readers unable to escape some degree of self-reflection. In 
doing so, nature is created for the reader as a means of experiencing 
the moral sense, as well as being enjoyed for art’s sake. Thomson’s 
dedication to the politics and preoccupations of Ireland bridges 
Enlightenment and Romantic projects, being at once ‘local and 
universalising’.53 
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